BELL
by DANA

Wigging Club Tutorial
for September 2015

DANA of MiniatureART.com
Greetings and welcome to our September
Wigging Club tutorial for BELL.
In this class lesson - you will learn how to side
braid her hair, rolling into a beautiful puff of
curls around her head.
The skill level for her is intermediate ... Simply
because you need to have a steady hand with the
corsage pin - (picking) her hair to achieve the
volume/height for hairstyle.
**NOTE** NO CLASS is being held as I will be
in New Mexico teaching.
------------------------------------------------FULL KIT (doll, silk embroidered taffeta, laces,
trims, viscose, painted doll) is $60 plus $5 shipping US/$13 foreign.
Email me at
Dana@Miniatureart.com for more information
or to paypal in order.
--------------------------------------------------As always
Happy Creating!
DANA

www.miniatureart.com
DANA@Miniatureart.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/danamarieburton
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CLASS HELD:
no class - in September

----------------------------

CREDITS:
-Doll Mold sculpted by Stacy Hoffman
DOLL:
Painted, designed, wigged and dressed by
DANA of MiniatureART.com
In the Private Collection
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WIGGING BELL

1. Do a wigging cross. If you need more
explanation for this technique ... simply
click to my YOUTUBE (see link in intro)
video which shows every step.
Basically there are 3 steps:
A) glue realistic hairline on dolls head.
B) lay strip of viscose from nose to neck.
C) glue viscose from ear to ear forming a cross
2. When glue is dry, and hair is secure on

head, carefully smooth hair over to one
side as shown in photos below.

**NOTE** I left out small tiny tendril to
soften her hairline. I later cut this off and
repositioned.
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3. Carefully BRAID all the hair and tie off (or
wrap thread around end to secure).
4. Next just coil the braid on side of her head
forming a bun. I held bun in place with pins,
and carefully put glue underneath rolls and then
pressed gently with fingers to flatten and mold
bun to her head.
5. Curl section of damp viscose around knitting
needle and blow dry. When cool, slide this curl
off rod and gently PICK at ends to loosen and
make fluffy (see photos next page).
6. Lastly, glue this long curl tendril underneath
braid bun, so it looks like part of the hair style.
On the next page I show close ups of the finished doll so you can see how it will look.
----------------------------------------------------NEW TECHNIQUE to LEARN ...
*picking hair* to give height or volume.
THINK of your doll’s wig as LAYERS of viscose.
You want to gently lift the top section up, tease a
bit with corsage pin, then lightly mist with hair
spray to stay and repeat.
THIS TAKES Pratice ... but view the difference
from photo to extreme right .............
AND the beautiful lift up hair in photos on next
page.
NOTHING was added between the two photos
I ... just reshaped the hair wig, lifting, giving
height and repeating around head.
HAPPY CREATING!
DANA
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ZOOM in to see photos even larger!
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